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Pension alliances: deal
breakers for deal makers
Paul Boerboom explains what lessons can be learnt from the Netherlands
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in the table on the right..
Industry

experts

expect
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trend of consolidation to continue
over the coming years, with an
increasing number of DC schemes,
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managers.
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Wharton University of Pennsyl-

a dynamic way and verify the
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vania’s research on effectiveness
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fit

can be explained by “Relational

which

between partners, bad strategic fit,

capital” in mutual respect, trust

regulatory environment changes?

lack of trust, lack of alignment and

and knowledge of each other’s
businesses.2

What if the pension deal changes?

bad management of interfaces, lack
of stakeholder support, lack of

In summary three elements are
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shown that the success rate of an
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makers and their consultants tend
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the implementation plan .
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and
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the diagram on the left.
1Pension Revolution, A solution to the
Pension Crisis. Keith P. Ambachtsheer
2Source: Prof. Harbir Singh Wharton
University of Pennsylvania 2003, Managing
Strategic Alliances to Achieve Competitive
Advantage
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